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Pokemon go max storage 2019

Pokemon Go, bag space and Pokemon storage are limited. First of all, what are the starting limits? More importantly, there are upgrades to 50 Bag Space and 50 Pokemon. How many of these updates are they available for purchase? What are the resulting limits for all purchased updates? Pokémon Storage has officially increased in
Pokémon GO. Niantic now allows players of the hugely popular mobile game to hold up to 3,500 Pokémon. If you want to get more storage, you can buy additional storage updates in the in-game store. This number is more than enough for any type of player! Listen up, coach. The limit for Pokémon storage has now been extended to
3,500. Source: @PokemonGoApp View Source Comments Share Shop is one of the main game items that allows players to buy items and PokéCoins. Shop: In Map view button is the Home menu button. Tap the Workshop button . Items Below is a list and prices of items currently available for purchase. Updates There are currently two
types of permanent updates that can be purchased in the store. These are: Bag Upgrade and Pokémon Storage Upgrade. Both works pretty similarly. Bag Upgrade Store item icon Bag Upgrade is a buyable item that increases the Trainer's maximum items bag size to 50. The Bag Upgrade can be purchased at the store for 200. The
update gives players 50 additional storage locations for each item. Players can repeat this action to gain additional storage space until they reach the maximum inventory size of 3,000. In-game description: Increases the maximum number of items you carry to 50. Pokémon Storage Upgrade Pokémon Storage Upgrade Pokémon Storage
Upgrade is a tool available for purchase that increases trainer's maximum Pokémon storage capacity. You can buy in the store 200. Purchased several times, it increases storage capacity by 50 Pokémon to a maximum of 4,000. In-game description: Increases the maximum number of Pokémon you can carry 50. Team Replacement Team
Medallion The Team Medallion available purchased for 1000. The item allows the Trainer to switch teams, but can't change for another year. [1] In-game description: A unique coin that allows the Trainer to change teams. It can only be purchased once every 365 days in the store. Special offers and promotions Main article: List of special
offers and promotions in the store We offered a number of special offers and promotions in the item store, where the game is first called holiday boxes special offer on the morning of December 25, 2016 as part of the Holiday event. When major promotions are available in the Shop, there is a red circle around the Shop Button icon and red
text in the SHOP main menu of the game. Also during the Holiday event, while the Shop had Holiday special offers the button had a gift icon instead Bag. Promo codes promo codes field at the bottom of the Shop page is a section of promo codes where players can enter promotional codes to certain items. You can obtain these codes
during special events from game publishers via social media and Niantic emails if there is longer inactivity in the game. Promo codes can also be redeemed through the website: . PokéCoins The PokéCoin PokéCoins in-game currency is used to purchase items from the Shop. These can be obtained in two ways to protect a gym or by
purchasing them in real currency. The coins are gold and contain an image from a Pikachu profile page. Defender Bonus See: Gym → Defender Bonus Defender Bonus allows you to play to collect up to 50 free PokéCoins a day by keeping Pokémon in your gyms. The longer pokémon stay in the gym, the more PokéCoins will be
highlighted. Every 10 minutes, Pokémon occupies the gym, 1 is added to the trainers' potential protective bonus, which the Trainer receives as soon as Pokémon returns from the gym. Daily Research See Research Tasks → Daily Research is a second method of acquiring PokéCoins in the game. It is currently in the development phase
and is being tested in a number of countries. If this feature is available, trainers can access only 30 free PokéCoins with a Defender Bonus and 20 if Trainer completes all daily research tasks. Micro transactions with PokéCoins and several in-game exclusive items and item pack boxes can be purchased in real currency. PokéCoin prices
The table below lists all PokéCoin packages that can be purchased in multiple currencies. PokéCoin Csomagok Shop Icon PokéCoin összeg 100 550 1 200 2 500 5,200 14.500 Árak USD $0.99 $4.99 $9.99 $19.99 $39.99 $99.99 Árak CAD $1.39 $6.99 $13.99 $27.99 $54.99 $139.99 Árak euróban 0,99 €4,99 €9,99 €19,99 €39,99 €99 €99
€,99 Árak JPY 120¥ 600¥ 1200¥ 2400 ¥ 4800 ¥ 11800 ¥ Árak GBP 0,79 £ 4,99 £ 9,99 £ 19,99 £ 38.08.08.08.08.08.08.08.000 99 £99.99 Árak NTD-ben $30.00 $150.00 $300.00 $590.00 $1190.00 $2990.00 Árak CLP CLP 650 CLP 3500 CLP 6900 CLP 13800 CLP 26400 CLP 69000 Árak PLN PL 2,90 PLN 23,99 PLN 47,99 PLN 94,99
PLN 199,99 PLN 479,99 Árak HKD $ 8,00 $ 38,00 $ 78,00 $ 318,00 $ 788,00 Egyéb termékek, hogy lehet megvásárolni a valós világban valuta. PokéCoin Packages Shop Icon Item Name New Trainer Box Beginner Box Special Research Ticket Community Day Ticket GO Fest 2020 Ticket Prices USD $0.99 $0.99 $7.99 $0.99 $14.99
Prices CAD TBD TB D TBD prices EUR €1.09 €1.09 €8.99 TBD TBD prices JPY TBD TBD TBD TBD prices GBP TBD TBD in NTD TBD PRICE CLP TBD TBD TBD TBD Gallery Bronze Box, Special Box (more...) Silver Box, Big Box (Forward ...) Gold Box, Anniversary Box, Ultra Box (Read more...) On June 20, 2017, a picture of the
Trivia gallery Before the gym was renovated, the Defender Bonus worked differently. There was a button in the upper right corner of the Bolt page that a Trainer can click once every 21 hours to earn the Defender Bonus Reward. [2] The layout of the Items section in the store varies between two or three columns of item quotes that can be
purchased. This depends on the number of products, if the number of items you can buy has two more columns, and if the number is odd, there are three columns. Instructors below Level 5 are not allowed to purchase a Premium Battle Pass in the Store. Furthermore, these instructors do not see any special offer boxes that contain
premium combat passes. On June 7, 2018, the Super Incubator is no longer a limited-time item. [3] 2020[4] This was first implemented in Japan, South Korea and Italy as of March 2. Storage updates increased from 1,000 to 1,500 trainer pokémon storage capacity on December 8, 2017. On May 15, 2018, coach's bag's maximum capacity
increased from 1,500 to 2,000. On November 21, 2018, trainer Pokémon's maximum storage capacity increased from 1,500 to 2,000. [8] The increase in storage was originally planned for the second anniversary of Pokémon GO. On July 29, 2019, trainer Pokémon's maximum storage capacity increased from 2,000 to 2,500. On November
22, 2019, trainer Pokémon's maximum storage capacity increased from 2,500 to 3,000, and the item bag increased from 2,000 to 2,500. On April 15, 2020, the maximum capacity of trainer's bag increased from 2,500 to 3,000. On July 23, 2020, trainer Pokémon's maximum storage capacity increased from 3,000 to 3,500. On December 1,
2020, trainer pokémon's storage capacity increased from 3,500 to 4,000. [14] References ↑ New Team Medallion allows trainers to switch teams!. Pokémon GO Live. 22-02-2019. ^ We need to talk about coins. /r/TheSilphRoad. 2019-03-24. ^ Super incubator no longer for a limited time. /r/TheSilphRoad. Available on 2018-06-08. ^ Events
updates: Abra Community Day. Pokémon GO Live. Available on 2020-03-13. ^ PokemonGoApp. (22 June 2017). Trainers, you can now increase the maximum number of items that can be delivered from 1000 to 1500 by purchasing Bag updates from the toy store. Twitter. Available on 2018-05-16. ^ Pokémon GO updated to 0.85.2 for
Android and 1.55.1 for iOS. Called in ^ PokemonGoApp. (15 May 2018). Instructors, good news! Now, you can purchase even more space that allows you to carry up to 2000 items. It has plenty of space to store your Poké Balls, berries, and more!. Twitter. Available on 2018-05-16. ^ Attention, Instructors! The limit for Pokémon storage
has been extended to 2000. 2018-11-21. ^ The maximum Pokémon storage will be up to 2000 to link up with the second anniversary of Pokémon GO. /r/PokemonGO. Available on 2018-07-06. ^ PokemonGoApp. (29 July 2019). Listen up, coach. The limit for Pokémon storage has now been extended to 2,500. 2019-07-29. ^
PokemonGoApp. Listen up, coach. The limit for Pokémon storage has been extended to 3,000. Do you need more room? Item capacity updates now allow you to store up to 2,500 items!. 2019-11-23. ^ PokemonGoApp. Instructors, good news! Now, you can purchase even more space that allows you to carry up to 3000 items. It has
plenty of space to store your Poké Balls, berries, and more!. Twitter. Day 2020-04-16. ^ PokemonGoApp. Listen up, coach. The limit for Pokémon storage has been extended to 3,500. Day 2020-07-24. ^ PokemonGoApp. Listen up, coach. The pokémon storage limit has now been extended to 4,000. 2020-12-02. Social content is available
under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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